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They were adapted from Malthouse Theatre’s Prompt  

Resource Packs.

• Robyn Kay - contextual research and information/theatre 

exploration and notes. 

• Jill Fitzsimons - English exploration and notes. 

• First Nations and cultural consultations Dr Richard Walley OAM, 

Alton Walley, actors Ian Michael and Ebony McGuire. Jason 

Barrow, Cultural Awareness Officer, Kurongkurl Katitjin, Centre 

for Indigenous Australian Education and Research, Edith Cowan 

University.

The Full Prompt Resource Packs can be accessed here:

https://malthousetheatre.com.au/whats-on/vce-playlist-cloudstreet

 

• Students of Year 11 & 12 ATAR Drama will notice particular 

connections to course content Unit 3: Reinterpretation of 

Drama for Contemporary Audiences. In particular, there are 

links to Values, forces and drama practice, Drama processes 

and elements of drama, Drama forms and styles, Drama 

conventions, and Design and technologies. 

• Students studying Drama in Year 7-10 will note connections to 

both Making (Drama conventions, and forms and styles) and 

Responding strands, particularly those in Year 10 looking at 

Australian drama post 1960. 

• Students of Year 12 English may wish to use this production 

to explore content in Unit 3, through analysis of conventions 

of genre, and purpose & style; and Year 11 students may be 

interested to compare texts in a variety of contexts, media and 

modes, and investigate the representation of ideas, attitudes 

and voices in texts. 

• English Literature students should think about how the show 

relate to Unit 3, exploring how representations of culture and 

identity vary in different forms of texts; and in Unit 1 through 

the analysis of distinctive features in literary texts. 

• Nick Enright is a featured playwright for the English Literature 

and Drama courses; and Tim Winton is a featured author 

(including the novel Cloudstreet) for English Literature. 

• There is, of course, opportunity to explore the cross-curriculum 

priority of First Nation histories and cultures across all learning 

areas through studying this production.

CLOUDSTREET 
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ARTISTIC
DIRECTOR
CLARE WATSON

We’re going to take you on a road trip. The car’s all 

packed, we pile in, bare legs stick to hot vinyl seats and 

the windows are wound down. 2020 is called ‘Stories 

from Here’.

Our 2020 season looks at power, progress and place. 

The places we will visit together hold stories that seep 

into the people that inhabit them. Those that hold 

power will try to cling to it, while others seek it and 

succeed, only to discover that it’s perhaps not the prize 

they were hoping for.

There is so much in the season for you and your 

students to enjoy – huge casts, epic stories, 

adaptations of classics, stories about power – wanting 

it, having it, losing it, sharing it. We can’t wait to share 

our productions with you.

MESSAGE FROM THE

CLOUDSTREET  |  INTRODUCTION

WELCOME TO  
‘STORIES FROM HERE’
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The Arts are at the vanguard of change – cultural, social and political – and, as your state theatre company, 

we relish this responsibility. The theatre that you see here at Black Swan speaks to a future that is more 

tolerant, more inclusive and more compassionate. In 2020, we continue to centralise marginalised voices as 

we approach old stories from new perspectives.

EDUCATION
PROGRAM

PRINCIPAL PARTNER

BUSINESS ADVISORY

PARTNER

PROJECT PARTNERCLOUDSTREET

HOSPITALITY PARTNER

FOUNDATION PARTNERS

PRIVATE GIVING

CLOUDSTREET  |  INTRODUCTION

CLOUDSTREET AND THE EDUCATION PROGRAM IS SUPPORTED BY: 
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We acknowledge the Whadjuk Nyoongar people and their land on which the story of Cloudstreet is set.  

Cloudstreet was first commissioned by Black Swan State Theatre Company and Company B Belvoir in 1998, 

winning two Helpmann Awards.

ADAPTED BY NICK ENRIGHT AND JUSTIN MONJO
FROM THE NOVEL BY TIM WINTON

DIRECTOR
Matthew Lutton

SET & COSTUME DESIGN
Zoë Atkinson

LIGHTING DESIGN
Paul Jackson

SOUND DESIGN
J. David Franzke

COMPOSITION
Elizabeth Drake 

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
Katt Osborne

CAST INCLUDES
Arielle Gray, Brenna Harding, Natasha 

Herbert, Bert LaBonté, Ebony McGuire, 

Mikayla Merks, Ian Michael, Benjamin 

Oakes, Scott Sheridan, Guy Simon,  

Greg Stone, Alison Whyte.

CLOUDSTREET  |  INTRODUCTION
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Set in Perth, Australia between 1943 and 1963, Cloudstreet 

follows two families, the Pickles and the Lambs. 

The Pickles are father Sam, mother Dolly, and children 

Rose, Ted and Chub. 

Due to an accident, Sam is unable to work. They move 

into a huge inherited house: number One Cloud Street. 

Eventually, Sam decides to let half the house out. This is 

when the Lambs arrive on the scene and the epic story of 

the two families ‘...living in the great continent of a house...’ 

begins in earnest.

The Lambs family: Lester (father), Oriel (mother), Quick 

(eldest son), Fish (second son), daughters Hattie, Elaine 

and Red, and Lon (youngest son) are living a similar life 

of hardship in Margaret River, WA. 

They are a deeply religious family who work hard and 

conscientiously to overcome the difficulties that life 

confronts them with. The Lambs are a more united family 

than the Pickles; they have a more robust and honest 

family dynamic. However, they also become the victims of 

tragedy when Fish is nearly drowned while night fishing in 

the river. His mother Oriel frantically tries to revive Fish, 

pounding his chest and pleading with the Saviour Jesus to 

restore him to life and his family. Fish does start to breathe 

again but due to oxygen starvation he suffers irreversible 

brain damage. As a result of Fish’s acquired brain injury 

the Lambs lose their faith and decide to leave Margaret 

River for Perth, ‘…you can’t stay in a town when everything 

blows up in your face—especially the only miracle that ever 

happened to you.’

The Lambs rent half of Number One, Cloud Street.  

They work hard, setting up a small grocery business that 

does very well. But there are tensions and griefs that the 

Lambs have to overcome.

The third strand of the story involves the First Nations 

girls who inhabited the house in the 1930s. A wealthy, 

but amoral woman, who was encouraged by an Anglican 

priest to turn the house into a mission for First Nations 

girls, owned Cloud Street. The woman followed the priest’s 

suggestion. But, she was cruel by nature and the poor girls, 

many of whom were stolen from their people and country, 

were treated appallingly. Many tried to escape but they 

were always caught and brought back to the house.  

Finally, one of the girls poisoned herself in desperation. 

SYNOPSIS
“.. .IT WAS AS THOUGH LUCK MADE CHOICES, THAT IT COULD THINK. IF YOU GREE TED 

IT, IT CAME TO YOU ; IF YOU SHUNNED IT, IT BACKED AWAY.”
 - Sam Pickles

The widow sent the remaining girls away and died soon 

after. The house was locked up with all the misery and 

despair trapped inside it. The restless spirits of the girls 

and the old woman haunted the house and occasionally 

the living got a sense of their presence. As a result of his 

brush with death, Fish Lamb can see and commune with 

the spirits, he seems to be existing in a limbo between the 

worlds of the living and the dead.

Each character has many episodes written for them over 

the span of twenty years. This structure was used to 

create the separate scenes in the script. So these three 

story strands; the Lambs, the Pickles and the First Nations 

presence, run alongside each other and, occasionally 

overlap when the characters move into another’s physical, 

emotional or spiritual space. Over the epic course of the 

narrative the characters deal with loss, guilt, hardship, 

love, and joy. The characters are all flawed and vulnerable. 

Cloudstreet represents a microcosm of Australian society 

during the mid-1900s. Therefore, it is very easy to identify 

with the experiences and memories in this magnificent tale.

CLOUDSTREET  |  THE PLAY
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FAMILY, LUCK, SUPERSTITION AND FAITH 
CONNECTION TO OUR ENVIRONMENT

Some of the characters in Cloudstreet go to great l 

engths to escape their families - Quick, Rose, Oriel -  

what is it that draws them back each time? Life in a  

family can be a mixed experience. What do you love  

about your family? What do you find difficult?

Besides the strong Christian faith of some of the Lambs, 

Cloudstreet explores the “shifty shadow” of luck, Quick sees 

apparitions, and the house has spirits that haunt it. 

In Cloudstreet, both the house itself and the environment 

seem to be characters of their own. 

IT’S RELATIVE

YOU GOTTA HAVE FAITH

HOME IS WHERE THE HEART IS

Do you believe in ghosts? Can houses really be 

haunted? What could cause a house to be haunted? 

Do you believe in fate or destiny? Or do you think we 

make our own luck? What about religious miracles?

Do you know the stories of Whadjuk Nyoongar 

Boodjar (the land of the region of Perth)? Cloudstreet 

focuses on two families who live in the same house 

but are separated by a ‘corridor’. Describe your 

relationship with your neighbours. Is your relationship 

close or distant? How are you similar to your 

neighbours? How are you different?

THEMES

MORE INFORMATION

LISTEN to some amazing stories from 

Nyoongar Boodjar here:

https://www.noongarculture.org.au/audio/

WATCH this video about origins of 

superstitions:

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=quOdF1CAPXs

SEARCH for your family history:

https://www.nla.gov.au/research-guides/

family-history

Director Matthew Lutton spoke to 

the Aside podcast, about his process 

in working through the themes of 

Cloudstreet. Essential LISTENING:

https://soundcloud.com/asidepodcast/

the-aside-cloudstreet-with-matthew-

lutton-vce-theatre-studies-playlist
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I don’t pretend to understand the phenomenon at all, but 

Cloudstreet seems to have a life of its own, and since it was 

published in 1991 I’ve mostly been reduced to the role of quizzical 

onlooker. Note to self: shrug and smile awkwardly.

Initially, I was a bit sceptical about the original Black Swan State 

Theatre Company/ Belvoir St Theatre adaptation in 1998. I just 

couldn’t see how it could be done. But when I finally saw the play 

I was shaken by its emotional power and I came to realise that 

something special was happening up on stage that I couldn’t 

account for, but just had to dumbly acknowledge.

A lot of people seemed to feel the same way. Cloudstreet is a big, 

baggy story and finding ways to bring it to life on stage was no 

simple business 20 years ago, and it can’t have gotten any easier 

since, so I appreciate MalthouseTheatre taking up the challenge 

with such brio. Mad buggers. Making theatre isn’t for the faint-

hearted. It takes a lot of art-workers to lift something like this into 

view and bear it aloft over the journey. Brave souls, all. I salute them.

More biographical info about Tim Winton to READ here:

https://www.austlit.edu.au/austlit/page/A28121

TIM WINTON ON CLOUDSTREET

And a great article to READ about his writing processes here: 

https://www.theguardian.com/books/2008/jun/28/

saturdayreviewsfeatres.guardianreview9?CMP=share_btn_link

CLOUDSTREET  |  THE PLAY

NICK ENRIGHT AND  
JUSTIN MONJO

Nick Enright and Justin Monjo adapted Winton’s novel. 

Nick Enright sadly passed away in 2003. He was a teacher 

at WAAPA for many years, and in fact the Enright Studio 

at WAAPA is named after him. You can READ more about 

Enright here:

https://readingaustralia.com.au/authors/nick-enright/

Tim Winton spoke at the Black Swan 2020 Season 

launch. WATCH and LISTEN to what he had to say 

(skip ahead to 28 minutes in for the start of his 

speech).

https://www.facebook.com/

BlackSwanStateTheatreCompany/

videos/446160876015011/

The ABC spoke to the original director Neil Armfield 

and Nick Enright when the first production was 

rehearsing in 1999. WATCH this old footage here:

https://www.facebook.com/ABCARTS/videos/

vb.203976114907/797906653929932/?type=2&theater

THE WRITERS

WRITING AND ADAPTING  
THE PLAY

Director Matthew Lutton, in close consultation with playwright 

Justin Monjo, has made some amendments to the original script 

of Cloudstreet. This slightly altered script is the interpretation that  

students will see in performance. Malthouse Theatre has provided 

access to these amendments for schools.

They can be FOUND here: 

https://malthousetheatre.com.au/site/assets/

uploaded/62bae078-cloudstreet-2019_script-

ammendments_nov2018.pdf

The amendments bring a different structure to some aspects 

of the script in Part One. Important directorial and casting 

decisions such as changing the character of BLACK MAN to 

STORYTELLER have been influenced by the script amendments.

Why do you think these changes were made? What has 

changed in our world, and our perception of history, in 

the past twenty years?

Playwright Justin Monjo and Director Matthew Lutton 

spoke about adapting Cloudstreet after 20 years. You 

can LISTEN to this here:

https://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/the-

stage-show/cloudstreet-returns-to-the-stage-after-20-

years/11086408

PHOTO CREDIT: JONO VAN HEST
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DIRECTOR’S 
NOTES:
MAT THEW LUT TON
When I first read Tim Winton’s Cloudstreet it helped me understand what it meant to be growing up in Perth. It broadened my 

understanding of living in the world’s most isolated city. The feeling of distance, aloneness, the sense of the supernatural power 

of the Swan River, and the intensity of the plains. It affirmed that I was living on haunted land - a land filled with wisdom and 

scared of its history.

One of the remarkable qualities of Cloudstreet is that it means something different to everyone who experiences it. It is the story 

of two families who are forced together against their will, on land they have no connection to. It is a story about being homeless 

and making a new home. It is a story about culture, spirituality, and history that has been repressed and denied, demanding to be 

heard.

This is not the story of Australia. This is the story of two families who spend 20 years coming to understand that there is no ‘us’ 

and ‘them’, only ‘us’ and ‘us’. That the voices of those who are missing, lost and forgotten in our land, are always living on with us, 

and that we must think into the future with these lives in our hearts and minds. This theatrical adaptation of Tim Winton’s story 

offers a very different experience to reading the novel. It offers a community, where an audience has the opportunity to live, for 

a period of time, with the characters of Cloudstreet and the spirits of the house, and to worry for them, want for them, and love 

with them.

PHOTO CREDIT: PIA JOHNSON
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• What drew you to directing Tim Winton’s Cloudstreet?

• What was the rationale behind the amendments to the play?

• Both Cloudstreet the novel and the play feature Indigenous voices expressed in the text as the presence 

of ghosts in the house. In creating this adaptation, how have you made these voices more explicit?

• Can you discuss Fish Lamb’s role in the play and your decision to cast an actor with an  

intellectual disability?

• What do you think is important for students to note about the theatrical form of this production?

• What are the key challenges in making Cloudstreet?

• Spirituality does not mean the same thing for all characters in Cloudstreet. How are different forms of 

spirituality explored?

• The house on Cloud Street is a key motif in the play, almost another ‘character’. How is this realised  

for the stage?

• The ensemble for this adaptation of Cloudstreet is smaller than previous productions. How have you 

managed the reduced cast?

• What performance techniques or styles are you planning on using in creating Cloudstreet?

• In what ways do you reveal the darkness within Cloudstreet?

• Some of the creative team behind Cloudstreet have worked with you before. How long has the creative 

process for Cloudstreet been going on?

• Cloudstreet is multidimensional. Are you brave enough to nominate a few of the major themes  

within this piece?

• How do you feel about the romanticism or nostalgia in Cloudstreet?

• What are the highlights of being involved in this production of Cloudstreet?

• As a proud Nyoongar from Western Australia how does your identity determine and shape your  

role in Cloudstreet?

• How does it feel to be working alongside First Nation people who are culturally connected to place to 

where Cloudstreet is set?

• Can you talk to us about the idea of colour-blind-casting and what this means for actors in the future  

of theatre?

• What is required of you as an actor to keep the rhythm and fluidity of the narrative going through such an 

epic piece with short, sharp transitions?

• Could you nominate what the hardest part of the show is for you at the moment just three weeks  

into rehearsal?

• What would you like your audience to take away from seeing Cloudstreet?

PRE-SHOW
ACTIVITIES
VIEW THESE INFORMATIVE VIDEOS RECORDED BY OUR 
CO-PRODUCTION PARTNER MALTHOUSE THEATRE:

https://vimeo.com/374072603

Video One: Interview with Director Matthew Lutton (29:41) 

Questions asked of Matthew Lutton in the video

https://vimeo.com/374102642

Video Two: Interview with performers Ian Michael, Arielle Gray & Bert LaBonté (16:43) 

Questions asked

https://vimeo.com/374565823 

Video three: Design Presentation from Zoë Atkinson (23:50)

CLOUDSTREET  |  PRE-SHOW ACTIVITIES



PREDICTED MEANING
DEFINITION (use a dictionary or 

discuss it with your peers)

grizzle

a cobbler fish

penny, quid, shilling ha’penny, pound

perve (noun)

shifty

dunny

chuffed

fib

The Mint

CYGNE T CREATIVE LEARNING RESOURCE 13

PREDICTIONS AND LANGUAGE

The phrase, ‘GREAT CONTINENT’ appears in the launch video. This is a reference to a line from the novel that isn’t spoken 

in the play. In the novel, the quote is located in Part III, in the chapter, ‘Nights’:

“They have no money and this great continent of a house doesn’t belong to them. They’re lost.”

Why do you think Winton describes the ‘house’ as a ‘great continent’? To this end, consider how this concept 

might be articulated in the staging of the production. 

Language plays a key role in evoking Cloudstreet’s context and setting, however, Winton’s distinctly Australian style 

of language may sound quite foreign to you.

WATCH the Cloudstreet trailer.

https://vimeo.com/371042794

Watch the clip for a second time and WRITE your ideas in response to the following questions:

• What do you see in the clip?

• What does it make you think?

• What does it make you wonder?

DISCUSS your ideas with your peers, identifying similarities and differences.

Before you see the play, ensure you are familiar with the following words, slang and idiomatic expressions  

by completing the following table: 

CLOUDSTREET  |  PRE-SHOW ACTIVITIES



clobber (noun)

CYGNE T CREATIVE LEARNING RESOURCE 14

cobber

sheilas

haulage

griping

drongo

bludger

Pommy

PREDICTED MEANING
DEFINITION (use a dictionary or 

discuss it with your peers)

CLOUDSTREET  |  PRE-SHOW ACTIVITIES

‘Fair dinkum’

‘We’re cactus’

‘Like a shot from a .303,’

‘Keeps the quacks away’

‘I’ve cottoned on to something’

‘Using my noggin.’

‘a proper blue’

‘you prize dill’



Ngalaka

Ngarla

Niyan

Nyoongar

Noornuck / 

Noonook

Mirliny

Moorn

Moort

Waaliny

Woorl

US

OUR

WHO

A GROUP OF PEOPLE FROM SOUTH 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

YOU

LONGING FOR

BLACK LIKE

FAMILY

Yirra

CRYING

SKY

UP / ABOVE

CYGNE T CREATIVE LEARNING RESOURCE 15

CREATE a dictionary of 20 words you and your friends 

use that are specific to present day.

PRACTISE these Nyoongar language words that appear in 

this adaptation of Cloudstreet

Kalyakoorl

Kaya

Ngarla koort mirliny Ngarla boodjar. 

Nguny koort waaliny Nguny boodjar.

Ngung koort waaling gnung mort.

Nien/Niyan noornuck?

Noonook dwonkiny.

Noonook dwonkiny ngalaka.

Yirra baalap moorn woorl 

boola birlawiny djinda.

Noonook djinanginy nyoongar 

boodjar.

Forever / Everything / Everywhere / Infinity

Hello

Our heart wants our country / 

We want to go home

My hearts crying for my family / I want my family

Who are you?

You Listen.

You listen to us.

Above them the black sky looks crisp with stars.

You are looking at Nyoongar country.

CLOUDSTREET  |  PRE-SHOW ACTIVITIES

A glossary of Nyoongar words used in the show

Baalap

Boodjar

Boola

Birlawiny

Djinanginy

Kaya

THEM / THEY

SHINY

LISTEN

Djinda

Dwonkiny

Kalyakoorl

Koort

LAND / COUNTRY

PLENTY

LOOKING

STAR

HELLO or YES

FOREVER / EVERYTHING / INFINITY

HEART
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AN EPIC TALE OF AUSTRALIAN CHARACTERS

CREATE a timeline which provides an overview of the 

events experienced by the Lambs and the Pickles. 

Include examples of the different ways they respond 

individually to these events.

• Highlight which of these events lead to Quick, 

Rose and Oriel’s return to the family home.

• What perspectives does the play offer about 

trauma and loss? 

Quick’s experiences in landscape play a pivotal role in 

his life, as does his relationship with the Storyteller.  

Fish also feels a deep spiritual connection with nature 

and is constantly drawn to water.

CREATE a tableau (a frozen image made 

of people) that represents each of the 

following quotes. You may also wish to 

discuss why they are significant. How can 

you use images to represent the symbolic 

aspects of each one? 

• ‘Everything important thing that 

ever happened to him had to do 

with a river.’

• ‘The sky, packed with stars, rests 

just above his head, and when 

Quick looks over the side he sees 

the river is full of sky as well...The 

boat’s vibrating and the anchor’s 

rattling and Fish tilts his wings in 

the bow’.

• ‘One night as Quick waits for the 

roos, he hears the familiar bashing 

in the wheat and raises the rifle 

and hits the spotlight to get a 

look at the bugger. But it’s a man; 

he sees a man running raw and 

shirtless in the light. And it’s him, 

right there in the cross-hairs of his 

Lee-Enfield.’

• QUICK: ‘Where you goin’, Fish?  

You goin’ home?’ 

FISH: ‘The Big Country.’

• ‘When Cousin May found him 

the next day, Quick was lit up like 

a 60 watt bulb and he wouldn’t 

stop crying. Cousin May didn’t 

understand it, but she knew one 

thing: Quick needed his own.’

“A FLICKER, THEN A BURST OF CONSCIOUSNESS 

ON HIS SHOOTING WAY, AND HE’LL SAVOUR THAT 

HEALING ALL THE REST OF HIS JOURNEY, HAVING FELT 

IT, HAVING KNOWN THE STORY FOR JUST A MOMENT.”

POST-SHOW
ACTIVITIES

CLOUDSTREET  |  POST-SHOW ACTIVITIES

Which locations and experiences in nature influence and shape 

Quick? If you are working with the play or novel, find five quotes 

to support these ideas.

Don’t forget about quotes that show the importance of Quick’s 

relationship with the Storyteller.

Have you ever felt connected to a geographical place?  

What was/ is it, and why do you think this is so?
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CREATE a visual collage for each of the main 

characters in Cloudstreet. Find images that 

represent them, literally or symbolically. 

In small groups, REHEARSE scenes from Alan 

Seymour’s The One Day of The Year, The Story 

of Miracles at Cookie’s Table by Wesley Enoch, 

The Man from Mukinupin by Dorothy Hewitt 

and Honey Spot by Jack Davis.

What similarities do you notice about 

language and themes? What changes as the 

plays traverse decades?

WATCH Romona Koval in discussion with Hilary McPhee in a really in depth (about 60 min) 

discussion of the novel here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=135XsjJc8yk

WATCH this much quicker discussion of Cloudstreet by Jennifer O’Byrne, Peter Garrett, 

Jason Steger, Mem Fox and Marieke Hardy here: 

http://education.abc.net.au/home#!/media/28467/australianness-of-cloudstreet-.htm

What are the main aspects of Australian identity discussed? Do you agree?

READ more academic articles about Cloudstreet via AustLit’s in-depth reading trail here: 

https://www.austlit.edu.au/austlit/page/6646472

HINT: In the above trail, look out for Michael McGirr’s essay “Go Home Said the Fish” for a cracking 

exploration of the novel’s (and play) themes. 

CLOUDSTREET  |  POST-SHOW ACTIVITIES

There are many characters who are largely hidden or 

relatively minor figures.

What perspectives could they bring to key events in the 

play? HOTSEAT (one person sits in role as characters, 

others ask them questions) these characters to see what 

they have to say

• Hattie (Hat), Red, Elaine and Lon Lamb

• Ted (including his ghost) and Chub Pickles

• Ted’s widow

• Mary

• Pansy

• Mrs Clay

There are many gaps in the story that could be filled, 

including events that are referred to that we never see. 

Working in groups, CREATE a short scene that reflects the 

following ideas:

• Why did Sam’s cousin, Joel, stipulate that Number 

One Cloud Street could not be sold for twenty 

years?

• Lucy records her experiences and hopes in a series 

of journal entries.

• What happened to Mary after Ted left to become a 

jockey?

• Rose breaks up with Toby.

• What happens with Cousin May finds Quick ‘lit up 

like 60 watt bulb and he wouldn’t stop crying’?

• Who is ‘Geoffrey Birth, from Pemberton’? How does 

he come to return Quick to his family? Why doesn’t 

he accept Lester’s invitation to come inside?

• Write a news report about the capture of the 

Nedlands’ Monster and Quick’s discovery of the 

‘Monster’s’ drowned son

• Fish’s funeral. Who delivers the eulogy and what is 

said?

Australian Theatre makes up a large part of 

the Drama syllabus across the nation. Likewise, 

Australian literature is a major component of 

the English and English Literature syllabi. 

Why is this so important? 

Playwrights such as Andrew Bovell, Louis Nowra 

and Lally Katz are studied by students, amongst 

many others. 

You can explore some of these other plays 

through the learning resources on the Black 

Swan State Theatre Company of WA website: 

https://bsstc.com.au/education/creative-

learning-resources/

A NOVEL IDEA
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TIME AND PLACE

EXPLORE about what it was like in Australia in the 1950s 

and 60s, when Cloudstreet is set. 

http://myplace.edu.au/decades_timeline/1950/decade_

landing_5.html?tabRank=1

The Pickles and the Lambs travel all over WA. DRAW a map 

of WA and include all the towns and regions they visit or 

live in. 

Winton has threaded the haunting presence of the First 

Nations people of Western Australia throughout his text. 

When the spirits appear, the reader or viewer has a sense 

of mystery and feels that they are glimpsing or have 

entered another world or realm. Some of the encounters 

are charged with sorrow and horror. Other moments are 

more magical and create feelings of awe and wonder.  

All of these episodes have either a nightmarish or dreamlike 

quality that hints at the present witnessing the past. 

Imagine if one day you were at home with your parents and 

government officials came and took you away to live with 

strangers, and told you that you had to learn to live, eat, 

speak and dress differently than you were used to.  

How might that experience continue to affect you 

throughout your life? What would you miss most about  

your family?

The spirits that live in No.1 Cloud Street are girls from the 

Stolen Generation. Almost every Indigenous family has 

been affected by the forcible removal of one or more 

children across generations. Many people, families and 

communities are still coming to terms with the trauma that 

this has caused. You can READ specifically about Noongar 

Stolen Generations here: 

https://www.noongarculture.org.au/stolen-generations/

An excellent documentary called Servant or Slave looks 

at domestic servitude forced on First Nations women in 

Australia in the 20th century. You can VIEW some clips here 

(and there are downloadable teacher’s notes too): 

https://www.sbs.com.au/learn/servant-or-slave-explainer

For more information about the effect white settlers had on 

the traditional owners of Western Australia, WATCH a series of 

videos about the colonisation of Perth. 

http://web01.splash.abc.net.au/web/splash/digibook/-/c/2827360/

the-colonisation-of-perth

Director Matthew Lutton has explored these ideas further, 

by casting First Nations actors, using Nyoongar language and 

highlighting the role of the Storyteller. Don’t forget to WATCH 

the video listed above of the performers talking about the 

significance of casting in this play. 

https://vimeo.com/374102642

CLOUDSTREET  |  POST-SHOW ACTIVITIES

The Nedlands monster referred to in the play 

was a real person. His name was Eric Edgar 

Cooke, and he was the last person to be 

hanged in Perth. 

WATCH a documentary about him here: 

https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x78fakj

And WATCH an old Four Corners story about 

what people at the time thought about the 

hanging: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_

continue=403&v=B56nh1VpOmY

INTERVIEW someone who was alive in 

the 50s and 60s on Perth. What do they 

remember? How did they spend their free 

time? How did the Nedlands monster affect 

the way they lived?

There are some cracker films made about 

Perth in the 1950s and 60s. WATCH these 

very old short films. What has changed,  

and what has stayed the same since they 

were made?

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=b2TaLGlj6ig&feature=youtu.be

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=tb87vvsbMwo&feature=youtu.be

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=9TcC83wEOcM&feature=youtu.be

Eric Edgar Cooke, photographer unknown
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THEATRICAL FORM AND STYLE

Here is an overview to READ:

Many of the scenes are staged naturalistically—those 

where the characters are living their everyday lives and 

speaking to each other conversationally. However it is 

important to note that only minimalistic props will be 

used throughout the performance so the settings will 

not be naturalistically presented.

Some scenes involve an actor using direct address.  

In these moments, the character talks about an  

event—what they did or said, why they did or said this 

and how this made them feel. They often reflect and 

comment on their actions and choices, rather like a 

Greek Chorus. These are moments when the characters 

are very vulnerable and honest. They reveal a great 

deal about themselves and their circumstances to the 

audience in a very intimate way. There will be moments 

REHEARSE the following scene of Cloudstreet in three contrasting theatrical styles that are mentioned above: 

naturalism, Greek chorus, and expressionism. 

What changes in emphasis with each retelling? 

FROM SCENE 1

LESTER: All right, no stings tonight. Give us a kiss then. Quick, you wanna go, right?

QUICK: Yeah.

LESTER: Where’s your brother?

QUICK: (looking around)… Dunno.

ORIEL: Fish? Fish?!

LESTER: Where are you, boy? Fish?

Everyone starts calling up and down the riverbank, getting a bit worried:

ORIEL: Fish?

QUICK: Fish?!

GIRLS: FISH!!

They stop as QUICK looks straight out, speaking directly to the audience, as he and other characters will 

do from time to time throughout the play:

QUICK: Fish Lamb. The handsome kid, the smart kid who makes us laugh. Even his sisters, Hattie, Elaine and Red 

love Fish… and they hate boys to hell and back.

RED breaks us out of this, grabbing her bum, in pain:

RED: Ow! Ow! Ow!

ORIEL: What’s the matter, love? You get stung? 

RED: No! It’s a crab! Oh, he’s gone! Bugger! 

ORIEL: Red!

Director Matthew Lutton touches on his use of theatre styles in his video interview: 

https://vimeo.com/374072603

of immersion when the characters come into the 

audience and interact directly with them. 

During the scenes where the characters are in a  

mystical realm, a dreamlike state or state of fear,  

the acting style will reflect elements of Non-naturalism 

and Expressionism. An epic narrative, Greek Chorus, 

Naturalism, Non-naturalism and Expressionism have all 

been mentioned. But, remember, no one theatre style is 

applied throughout the whole production.

Rather, Matthew Lutton, Cloudstreet’s director,  

has applied elements of different styles to interpret  

the script and to evoke or provoke the audience 

response he wants at that given moment in the 

narrative.
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ORIEL: Red!

RED: He bit me on the bum, Mum. What a perve!

LESTER: Where’d you learn such language?

RED: Elaine!

ELAINE protests as FISH finally appears, running onstage, full of life:

FISH: Watch out! There’s another one!

RED: Where?!

RED spins around, terrified, looking for the crab, as FISH laughs and RED realizes he was teasing her:

RED: Fish! Bugger off!

ORIEL: Red! 

LESTER: Come on boys. And don’t grin so much, Fish, you’ll frighten the prawns away!

Smiling, QUICK, FISH and LESTER wade into the water. LESTER holds a lantern. They spread the net.

ORIEL darns on the beach; HAT cuddles LON singing softly to the baby; RED and ELAINE talk, hushed, 

on the riverbank:

RED: Oi, look at Dad. He looks like a statue in a fountain with that light. Wants to be careful someone don’t toss 

a penny in and make a wish.

ELAINE: What would they wish for, you reckon?

RED: Prolly wish they could get their money back.

The girls laugh. 

LESTER: (On the water) Okay, start runnin’ ‘em towards me, boys.

The boys start the net towards their father. Directly to the audience again:

QUICK: The water has never been so quiet. Quick, Fish and their father move through it like a cloud. But then… 

Fish goes down. He feels the mesh against his face. All his life Fish will remember this dark plunge – where 

sound and light and shape are gone. 

ORIEL: …. Lest? 

Stage suddenly darkens, as if a dark shadow has descended, and there is only a single lamp…

ORIEL: Lester, where’s Fish?

LESTER: Quick, where’s your brother? He mucking around again?

QUICK: Fish?

LESTER: Fish! Come on, boy!

ORIEL: Fish?! Where are you?

QUICK: (realizing) He’s under it, he must be under the net! 

All run into the water searching for FISH.

CLOUDSTREET  |  POST-SHOW ACTIVITIES
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DESIGN

How do you design a show as epic as Cloudstreet? 

What decisions might the set, sound and lighting designers 

make to create a sense of the Cloudstreet house being 

a character? Can you find references in the script to the 

house that make it seem alive?

Did you notice any techniques by the design team  

(set, sound, composition, lighting, costume) that  

assisted conveying the innate challenges of:

• The number of scenes (102)

• The rapid scene transitions

• The extended length of the play (over two 

extended parts and three decades)

• The many different locations (outside, inside, 

domestic, rural, on/in water, mystical)

• A huge number of characters

• Profound changes of mood and atmosphere

How does place and landscape influence stage design? 

Geraldton, Margaret River and the Wheatbelt feature in  

the text. 

RESEARCH the history and landscape of these areas: 

looking at images of these areas should provide you with 

some ideas about how these places look. 

Consider how the history and ‘look’ of these locations 

might influence the various designers working on the 

production of Cloudstreet.

Try to identify any challenges within the script and 

speculate as to how they might be overcome

‘Vastness and claustrophobia. Outdoors and urban.’ 

‘A focus on the humble and the epic.’

These statements by Director Matt Lutton give us insight 

into the complexity of this play and some of the challenges 

that the production team faces. 

Consider and DISCUSS how different 

members of the creative team applied their 

area of design to creatively and imaginatively 

capture and convey the contexts and 

locations to the audience.

Do you think these decisions were successful 

in conveying the various context/s?

How did the application of the various theatre 

practitioners’ design concepts differ to how 

you initially imagined the contexts might be 

presented to an audience?

Matthew Lutton has described the set as 

having six different states:

• Domestic

• Rural

• Nature

• Adolescence

• Murder

• Storyteller

CLOUDSTREET  |  POST-SHOW ACTIVITIES

“THE HOUSE IS A CHARACTER THAT 

IS JUST AS IMPORTANT AS THE 

LAMBS AND THE PICKLES.”

Director Matthew Lutton

Can you describe some of these ‘states’ and 

describe how Zoë Atkinson’s set design altered 

during the performance to create them? 

SKETCH these as best as you can (don’t forget 

to label and annotate them).

How did these states help to convey context 

to the audience?
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In small groups, BRAINSTORM down the most memorable 

parts of the show on post-it notes and put them in 

chronological order of the show.

REVIEWING THEATRE

The director, Matthew Lutton, is directing a cast of 12 

actors. Seven of the actors play the major roles; Greg 

Stone (Lester Lamb), Alison Whyte (Oriel Lamb), Benjamin 

Oakes (Fish Lamb), Guy Simon (Quick Lamb), Bert LaBonté 

(Sam Pickles), Natasha Herbert (Dolly Pickles) and Brenna 

Harding (Rose Pickles). The other five actors: Arielle Gary, 

Ebony McGuire, Mikayla Merks, Ian Michael and Scott 

Sheridan play multiple roles. 

How did the director and the actors overcome some of the 

challenges of the production? You might consider aspects 

such as:

The characters aging over 3 decades:

• Actors playing multiple roles

• Quick scene transitions

• Needing to sustain the right energy for a lengthy 

performance

• Managing props and elements of the set

• Fluidly incorporating design elements such as 

lighting, sound and costume into the performance

How were each of the elements of drama manipulated in 

this production? How many kinds of tension can you list as 

represented in the play? How did the language influence 

the story and characters? What symbols and metaphors 

did you observe?

Use the following framework to assist in writing  

your review.

WRITE your ideas in note form at first, then fill them  

out into full sentences. Each heading should be a  

new paragraph.

Remember, the more specific details and examples you 

give, the easier it is for your reader to get a sense of  

your ideas.

• State the name of the play, playwright, theatre 

group, venue, date, director. Briefly give the 

background of any relevant person and lead 

actor/s.

• Succinct outline of the dramatic action in enough 

detail for the reader to understand the story,  

but brief enough to avoid rambling. Briefly explain 

the initial reaction and impact upon the audience 

at the start of the show.

• State the performers’ names and the characters 

they played. Review the quality of each artist’s 

performance (you don’t have to talk about them 

all, choose the most noteworthy ones)

• Explain the use of stage design or scenography 

throughout the performance. Did the play include 

any set design and/or props? Was the stage space 

good or bad for the performers?

• Did the play use any lighting, sound/music, 

costume design or any other technical aspects 

which were worthy of mention?

• Dramatic Structure – did it follow a linear 

narrative? Were some acts/scenes more 

interesting than others? 

• Were there any messages, or themes presented to 

the audience?

• What is your personal opinion about the play?  

Do you recommend people to see the play?  

Do you have any further comments to add to  

your review?

CLOUDSTREET  |  POST-SHOW ACTIVITIES
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Black Swan & Malthouse Theatre’s Cloudstreet is located in His Majesty’s Theatre, and seating is reserved. 

His Majesty’s Theatre is located at 825 Hay Street, Perth (cnr King St).   

There are City of Perth paid carparks nearby, or Perth Train Station is a five minute walk away.

There are pickup and drop off points on Hay St.

• Please make sure your mobile phone is switched off and stashed in your bag or pocket. Notifications and 

glowing screens are very distracting to both the audience and performers.  

• Please don’t eat during the performance. It’s noisy and distracting for everyone. As this is a long play,  

you will get two intervals during the play to eat, including a longer meal break. 

• Please do clap and laugh and react like a human during the performance. Keep the chat until interval and 

after the show, though.  

• Take heaps of selfies before and after the show. However, photos are not allowed to be taken during the 

show. Share your experience on social media! Post on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter and tag: 

 

@BlackSwanSTC 

#blackswanstc 

#cloudstreet 

#perthfest 

#malthousetheatre 

• Please make sure you’re on time, with plenty of extra time to go to the toilet beforehand and to find  

your seats.

IMPORTANT
INFORMATION
PLANNING YOUR VISIT

AUDIENCE ETIQUETTE
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